A young girl from in the Brazilian favela seeks to rescue her brother, who
has been kidnapped by a criminal gang. To do so, she must navigate the
dangerous but visually arresting environment of the favela, as well as fight
using the powerfully elegant Brazilian martial art of capoeira. The story is
painted against a colourful, detailed backdrop to convey a rich sense of
place.

Executive Summary
GIL is an action-adventure fighting game to be developed for consoles. It features an open world
design where players move freely throughout the world. Throughout the game, players are able
to choose whether to engage in fighting sequences, find and complete missions, and simply
explore the environment.
The game is set to a backdrop of the favelas of Rio de Janeiro. Urban slums known for drug
trafficking and poverty, the favelas can also feature vivid and varied colours that make them
very striking. GIL’s 3D visuals will capture the most vibrant and beautiful elements of this urban
environment, along with an upbeat and happy spirit of the people. As a contrast, the game also
portrays the crime and violence of the real favela environment. The game seeks to paint an
overall positive picture of the favelas, rather than painting them simply as dark, dangerous
places.

Story
Gil is a 16-year-old girl who lives in Rocinha, the largest favela of Rio de Janeiro. Daughter of a
washerwoman and an unknown father, she lives with her mother and brother, Beto, in a hillside
shack.
Beto is a master of the Brazilian martial art of capoeira, and taught Gil the fighting style from an
early age. Gil is in school, and spends her time on her studies, dancing with friends, and
practicing her capoeira training, to keep away from conflicts with the drug dealers that rule over
the slum.
But Gil’s world is turned upside down when she discovers that Beto has been kidnapped. She
finds a note with a coded message, and suspecting that a local drug dealing criminal gang has
taken her brother, she sets about locating the kidnappers and rescuing him.
The story includes a number of subplots, as well as major fight sequences to add dramatic
complexity, but the overall narrative arc will share its structure with a three-act play, as follows:

Act 1: Gil is introduced into organized capoeira fighting by the local gambling ringleader. Based
on information obtained from criminal underworld characters, Gil’s initial search for her brother
seems promising. But her efforts are frustrated when she is captured by corrupt police.

Act 2: Escaping from the police and resuming her search, Gil finds the location of her brother
and his kidnappers. But just before a rescue can take place, Gil is discovered, and a major fight
sequence ensues. Despite being successful in battle, she falls just short of rescuing her brother,
as the kidnappers flee.

Act 3: Gil tries to stop fighting to concentrate on the search for her brother, but is extorted by
the gambling ringleader to continue, under threats to her mother’s safety. She is required to
successfully win a number of fights, in order to continue her search. Upon doing so, Gil
ultimately locates the kidnappers, defeating them in battle, and rescuing her brother.

Capoeira fighting threads itself through the entire story. Gil fights first to earn money initially,
but as the story progresses her motivation evolves to include winning favor with local gangsters
in order to receive information in her search, and then coercion from the same gangsters.
Throughout, she must defeat the criminals in battle, in order to continue her pursuit.

Characters

Gil

Enemies:
Kidnappers

Enemy Fighters




Young capoeira students who, like Gil, fight as a way to earn a living
Gangsters trying to stop Gil from following their trail
Mercenary fighters paid by gangsters to beat Gil in fighting tournaments

Allies:
Mãe-de-santo
Afro-Brazilian religious figure who can see the future, and provides teachings to help Gil on her
quest. Her appearances are important to the story, as she provides necessary information to
solve the kidnapping mystery. But as a figure unique to favela culture, this character is mostly
intended to foster a sense of place, and add an interesting flavor to the setting.

Gambling Ring Leader
Sponsors Gil in the capoeira fighting ring, offers information to help find the kidnappers, and
even provides money to Gil’s mother. Despite his support of Gil, he is entirely motivated by
greed. He profits by betting on Gil in the fights, and will not allow her to stop fighting.



In Act 1, he discovers Gil practicing her fighting skills, and introduces her into the
organized fighting ring, setting the scene for all fighting sequences.
In Act 3, he coerces Gil to continue fighting, with threats of violence.

Other NPCs:
Capoeira Masters: There will be a capoeira master in every fighting location, who train Gil in
new fighting skills. Collectables obtained throughout the game can be redeemed for skill
upgrades from the masters.
Favela Inhabitants: Interacting with favela residents will often result in simple conversation,
usually (but not always) pleasant.
Informers provide information to Gil, mostly triggering new missions.
Thugs & drug dealers trigger new fights, which give new direction to the current mission.

Environment
The game will be a realistic portrayal of favela environment to the highest degree possible, with
the exception of sanitary conditions. While Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 portrayed the same
environment very stylistically, for example with wildly unrealistic street dimensions, GIL will
present as accurate a depiction of the favela environment as possible.

Systems
Getting Around the World
Players move freely throughout the open world, exploring street level, as well as entering
homes and shops. Players may interact with inhabitants and grab a limited number of objects.
Movement in the world can occur either by guiding the player with the controller, first-personstyle, or by viewing the map of the environment and selecting a target location.

Fighting Skills
Motion style of capoeira, with an evolving set of abilities:
 Only basic kicks available in early stages
 Skill points allow players to acquire learn more complicated moves & skills
 These skills cause greater damage and trigger different fighting animations

Fighting screen, with attribute meters

Mission System





The story unfolds through cut scenes following the completion of missions.
Completing missions unlocks additional fighting sequences.
Missions are evaluated based on criteria specific to the mission type. (e.g., speed
challenges evaluated based on time to completion, fighting missions evaluated on
damage created vs. taken, etc.).
At the end of the game, we will give the player an overall score to evaluate the
performance, can repeat missions to improve.

Mission completion screen, with evaluation score



Sample Mission:
Triggered by speaking to a favela inhabitant, who has information about the location of
the kidnappers, but refuses to disclose it. The player must pursue the informant
through the open world within a time limit, and upon catching him, engage in a fighting
sequence. When defeated, the informant provides the location to a subsequent
mission.

Collectable Coins
Coins serve as the game’s currency. Found concealed under objects within the open world,
coins can be redeemed at fighting areas, to obtain new skills.

Karma System
Many decisions that the player makes, especially in open world exploration play, will
influence the karma value of the character. Decisions such as whether or not to share some
change with a beggar, abandon a mission to help children in need, or kill a defeated
opponent will all affect the karma value.
Karma value will determine the character’s ability form. Lower karma enables fighting
motions that are fiercer and deadly, but more stamina-consuming. Higher karma value
from virtuous decisions will enable fighting motions that are less demanding, but also less
damaging. The comparative value of high- and low-karma skills will be roughly equal.
The karma system is reminiscent of the game inFAMOUS Second Son, which employs similar
concepts of good and evil. And this will largely increase the complexity and gameplay.
Examples of karma decisions:



During a mission, Gil encounters an injured man. If she stops to help him, she will
fail the mission. If Gil helps the man, she will gain karma, otherwise she loses it.
Before a fight, Gil is offered coins to deliberately lose a fight. If she agrees, she loses
karma, otherwise, she gains it.

Skill Tree

The skill tree governs fighting motions and as attributes such as stamina and health.

Skill tree upgrade screen

Fighting Motions:




The player can learn new capoeira moves from the Capoeira Masters by redeeming
coins collection in the open world.
Learning new moves unlocks new fighting control key combinations. Key
combinations and what the motions look like will be shown in skill tree UI.
There are five branches of capoeira fighting motions available can learn

Attribute Upgrades:



Fighting game play is affected by three attributes: stamina, health, and stamina
recovery speed.
Attributes can be upgraded using coins.

Clue System
Each story act has a total of twenty clues that must be found in order to advance to the
next act.
“Clues” can mean any of the following:


Information Gil gets from conversations with locals, frequently including the Mãede-santo character. These are found throughout the world, but the locals who
share clues will only do so at prescribed times, when required for advancement.



Information Gil buys from criminals and informants. These are available from
underworld characters, either at the conclusion of fighting sequences, or found
throughout the open world. Usually they inform Gil about a new mission.



Documents, etc., that are revealed upon completing puzzles. Documents contain
information, usually pointing Gil to a destination.



Physical objects, which can be traded to characters within the world, for
information. These are found concealed in the landscape (such as under a
stairwell), available as gifts from locals, or are awarded after winning fights.



Objects may be visible throughout the game, but are only collectable after Gil has
interacted with a local character calling for it.



Clues function in these ways:
o Point the way to the next mission
o Reveal story details that eventually help Gil find the kidnappers

Game Structure
Advancing Story



Through information Gil from clues and conversations throughout the world
More elaborate cut scenes, after winning big fights. The major cut scenes lay out
the next large-scale objective, while the smaller pieces of info serve to both fill in
smaller details, and reveal new missions.

Fighting Sequences within Story:
Training and low-level fights exists as persistent challenges, so at any time the player
has the choice of trying to complete missions, or go to the fighting area. Training helps
improve skills and abilities, while low-level fights earn money.
But then at certain times in the story, more important fights are necessary. Like after
completing a set of five missions, or upon revealing a major piece of story information.
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